Death Penalty Law
by Michael Mears*
This Article is an update on the status of death penalty law in Georgia
since May 31, 2000.1 This Article covers death penalty decisions from
the Georgia Supreme Court for the period of June 1, 2000 through May
31, 2001. This Article discusses direct appeal decisions, as well as other
cases that relate to death penalty law in Georgia. An attempt has been
made to limit the scope of this Article only to decisions that affect the
trial and appeal of death penalty cases. Therefore, with a few exceptions, this Article does not discuss holdings in capital cases that are
common to all criminal appeals
I.

PRE-TRIAL ISSUES

This section covers pretrial motions, discovery, pleas, and other
matters prior to jury selection. In State v. Ray, 3 defense counsel
challenged the admissibility of the client's confession. In Ray the trial
court held Scott Brandon Ray's confession to be inadmissible because the
police officers who conducted the interrogation implied to Ray that he
would avoid the death penalty if he confessed. On July 8, 1998, the
police interviewed Ray regarding his involvement in the shotgun murder
of Paulajayne Sprague. The police officers interrogating Ray implied
that he could receive a life sentence rather than a death sentence if he
confessed to the crime and described the other individual who was
allegedly involved in the crime. The officers told Ray that he could get
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"years of freedom" if he gave his partner up.4 One officer told Ray that
they would find his accomplice and asked him to consider whether that
person might turn on him if they were facing the prospect of getting
their "ass strapped into a wooden chair and 2,000 volts run through"
them.5 Under Georgia law, only statements that are voluntary can be
admitted at trial.6 The State bears the burden of demonstrating the
voluntariness of a confession by a preponderance of the evidence. 7 The
Georgia Supreme Court affirmed the exclusion of Ray's confession
because Ray's admission was involuntary and therefore inadmissible.8
In Gissendaner v. State,9 defense counsel requested a change of
venue.' ° The supreme court upheld the trial court's decision to deny a
change of venue motion stating: "[a] capital defendant seeking a change
of venue must show that the trial setting was inherently prejudicial as
a result of pretrial publicity or show actual bias on the part of the
individual jurors."'
The trial court acknowledged that some of the
publicity "was potentially damaging to Gissendaner." 2 The supreme
court likewise found the media coverage did not create "'an atmosphere
of hostility"' and did not warrant a change of venue. 3 Despite the fact
that capital cases are inherently media events, the court found that the
refusal to change venue did not cause any prejudice to Gissendaner. 4
The supreme court further found that only 14 of 111 jurors were excused
because of exposure to pretrial publicity, and this qualified as evidence
that the environment was not "inherently prejudicial."
In King v. State, 6 defense counsel was not allowed to admit information regarding the lack of deterrence of the death penalty. 7 The
defense also tried, unsuccessfully, to introduce evidence that commented
on the "alleged lingering doubt surrounding other persons' convictions

4. Id. at 450-52, 531 S.E.2d at 706-07.
5. Id. at 451 n.3, 531 S.E.2d at 707 n.3.
6. Id. at 450, 531 S.E.2d at 706; see O.C.G.A. § 24-3-50 (1995).
7. 272 Ga. at 450, 531 S.E.2d at 706 (citing State v. Ritter, 268 Ga. 108, 485 S.E.2d
492 (1997)).
8. Id. at 452, 531 S.E.2d at 707.
9. 272 Ga. 704, 532 S.E.2d 677 (2000).
10. Id. at 706, 532 S.E.2d at 683.
11. Id.
12. Id.
13. Id. (quoting Cromartie v. State, 270 Ga. 780, 782, 514 S.E.2d 205, 210 (1999)).
14. Id.
15. Id. at 707, 532 S.E.2d at 683-84.
16. 273 Ga. 258, 529 S.E.2d 783 (2000).
17. Id. at 265, 539 S.E.2d at 793.
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The supreme court afand about life imprisonment in general.""
firmed.19
The majority also found no error in the trial court's order for King to
disclose materials that were used by a defense expert to render an
The court
opinion on defendant's alleged mental retardation. 20
concluded that because it had previously "held that a defendant is
entitled to discover expert reports and other forms of data relied upon
by the State's experts in forming the opinions they will testify about, the
State's reciprocal right of discovery would also include such materials."2 '
In Butts v. State,22 the supreme court found no error in the trial
court's decision to deny defense's motion to bar prejudicial security
measures in the courtroom. 2' The trial court ruled that four bailiffs
would be present, two in uniform, and defendant could raise the issue
24
Four uniformed officers
again if he felt security became excessive.
25
were with the jury at night.
In Johnson v. State,26 Garry Deyon Johnson was charged with
27
murder, and the State announced its intent to seek the death penalty.
Upon written demand from the prosecutor, Georgia law requires that the
defense must serve a written notice of the defendant's intention to offer
an alibi. The notice should include information regarding where the
2
defendant claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense. 1 It
29
should also include list of the witnesses that help establish the alibi.
The State served.Johnson with a written demand for notice of any alibi
defense, but Johnson refused to give information regarding his alibi
because he was the only one that would give testimony as to his
whereabouts."0 The trial court ruled that "Johnson must give notice to
the State of any alibi testimony he might give at trial on his own
behalf."3 The supreme court held according to section 17-16-5(a) of the

18.
19.

Id.
Id.

20. Id. at 263, 539 S.EM2d at 292; see O.C.G.A. § 17-7-211 (1997) (since this case was
docketed before January 1, 1995, discovery rules of O.C.G.A. § 17-7-211 apply).
21. 273 Ga. at 264, 539 S.E.2d at 792.
22. 273 Ga. 760, 546 S.E.2d 472 (2001).
23. Id. at 766, 546 S.E.2d at 481.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Id.
Id.
272 Ga. 468, 532 S.E.2d 377 (2000).
Id. at 468, 532 S.E.2d at 378.
See O.C.G.A. § 17-16-5(a) (1997).
Id.
272 Ga. at 469, 532 S.E.2d at 378-79.
Id., 532 S.E.2d at 379.
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Official Code of Georgia ("O.C.G.A."): a witness is defined by O.C.G.A.
section 17-16-1(3), which states that the term "'[w]itness' does not
include the defendant." 32 The majority found the trial court's ruling
to be erroneous and stated Johnson could not be compelled to divulge his
testimony."
II.

JURY SELECTION

This section covers jury arrays and jury selection in capital cases. The
death qualification of prospective jurors is not unconstitutional in the
State of Georgia. 4 In order for a juror to be death qualified, his views
must not "prevent or substantially impair the performance of his duties
as a juror in accordance with his instructions and his oath."3 5 One of
the duties of a juror in a capital case is to be able to consider and impose
a death sentence.
In Zellmer v. State,36 the trial court ruled, "[defendant] did not have
the right to voir dire prospective jurors regarding their willingness to
consider both of the non-death sentencing options, life without parole
and life imprisonment." 37 The supreme court reversed and found "a
statutory right to examine prospective jurors concerning their willingness to consider a life sentence with the possibility of parole and a life
sentence with no parole[.]" 3' According to Zellmer, juries in capital
cases must determine the parole eligibility of those defendants who do
not receive a death sentence.3 9 O.C.G.A. section 15-12-133 authorizes
criminal defendants and the State to examine "any fact or circumstance
indicating any inclination, leaning, or bias which the juror might have
respecting the subject matter of the action."40 Parol eligibility is part
of the subject matter of the action. The supreme court held that counsel
has a "statutory right to examine prospective jurors concerning their
willingness to consider a life sentence with the possibility of parole and
a life sentence with no parole."4 In regard to sentencing, the supreme
court held that voir dire should be limited to the jurors' willingness to

32. Id. (citing O.C.G.A. § 17-16-5(a) (1997); quoting O.C.G.A. § 17-16-1(3) (1997)).
33. Id.
34. Heidler v. State, 273 Ga. 54, 55, 537 S.E.2d 44, 50 (2000).
35. Id. at 56, 537 S.E.2d at 50 (quoting Greene v. State, 268 Ga. 47,48, 485 S.E.2d 741,
743 (1997)) (internal citations omitted).
36. 272 Ga. 735, 534 S.E.2d 802 (2000).
37. Id. at 735, 534 S.E.2d at 803.
38. Id. at 737, 534 S.E.2d at 804.

39. Id. at 736, 534 S.E.2d at 803 (citing Turner v. State, 268 Ga. 213, 486 S.E.2d 839
(1997)).
40. Id. (quoting O.C.G.A. § 15-12-133 (2001)).
41. Id. at 737, 543 S.E.2d at 804.
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impose certain sentences and should not involve a questioning of their
belief systems regarding the sentencing options.42
The majority
detailed the following examples as permissible voir dire questions
relating to sentencing:
(a) If the defendant is found guilty of murder, and it becomes your
duty to choose and impose one of the three sentencing options of death,
life without parole, and life with the possibility of parole, and you do
not feel death is the appropriate sentence, would you automatically
choose and impose life without parole, without giving any consideration
to a sentence of life with the possibility of parole?
Are you conscientiously opposed to a sentence of life with the
possibility of parole for one who has been found guilty of murder?
(b) If the defendant is found guilty of murder, and it becomes your
duty to choose an impose one of the three sentencing options of death,
life without parole, and life with the possibility of parole, and you do
not feel death is the appropriate sentence, would you automatically
choose and impose life with the possibility of parole, without giving any
consideration to a sentence of life without parole?
Are you conscientiously opposed to a sentence of life without parole
for one who has been found guilty of murder?43
In Heidler v.State,44 the majority held it was permissible for the trial
45
court to qualify a juror who has a leaning toward the death penalty.
Prospective juror Still stated she would not exclude life without parole
but that "the possibility would be strong" she would vote for the death
penalty.46 The supreme court found "[a] prospective juror is not
disqualified merely for expressing a leaning for or against the death
penalty."4 7 The supreme court agreed with the trial court's decision to
qualify prospective juror Malcom who stated, "God didn't spare people
to take other people's lives and that a person who takes a person's life

ought to have his life taken."" The majority reasoned that the juror
stated she would not automatically vote to impose death for a convicted
murderer and would consider the sentencing options the court provided.4 9 Prospective juror Howard was also not dismissed, despite the fact
he stated he would not consider voting for life with the possibility of
parole. Mr. Howard eventually changed his answer after further

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Id. at 736, 534 S.E.2d at 803-04 (citing Turner, 268 Ga. at 213, 486 S.E.2d at 839).
Id. at 736-37, 534 S.E.2d at 804.
273 Ga. 54, 537 S.E.2d 44 (2000).
Id. at 57, 537 S.E.2d at 44.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 57-58, 537 S.E.2d at 51.
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questioning and conceded that he could consider life without parole."0
The supreme court held the lower court did not abuse its discretion in
qualifying Mr. Howard.51
The trial court in Jones v. State5 2 did not strike a juror who stated
he believed in an "eye for an eye and that he was leaning to a death
sentence."53 The supreme court found no error because the same juror
later stated he would consider both life and death sentences and he
would hear the evidence before deciding.54
In King v. State,5 the district attorney ("D.A.") had juror Burkett
stricken for cause because she was a minister and knew King's family.
The D.A. stated that ministers "have a particular point of view about
trying to forgive people and look to the best in them."5' The trial court
found no issue of discrimination in the State's aversion to ministers, and
the supreme court affirmed.5" The trial court excused juror Fuller for
cause based on his aversion to the death penalty.55 The supreme court
again found no error in the trial court's holding despite that the juror in
question stated he would favor the death penalty if one of his family
members were killed, but opposed the death penalty in all other
situations. 9 The trial court also allowed the State to strike juror
McCall because she stated that the death penalty was not her first
choice and because her husband, another prospective juror, told the
counsel she was opposed to the death penalty.6° The supreme court
found no error in the decision.6 '
The trial court in King also continued to allow the State to excuse
prospective jurors who were potentially biased against the death penalty.
The court allowed the State to strike a juror who was "50/50" on the
death penalty and because that juror knew someone in the defendant's
family. King contended the juror was mistaken about which family
member the prospective juror knew.62 However, the supreme court did

50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

Id. at 56, 537 S.E.2d at 50-51.
Id., 537 S.E.2d at 51.
273 Ga. 231, 539 S.E.2d 154 (2000).
Id. at 236, 539 S.E.2d at 161 (2000).
Id.
273 Ga. 258, 539 S.E.2d 783 (2000).
Id. at 268, 539 S.E.2d at 795.

57. Id.
58. Id. at 267, 539 S.E.2d at 795.
59. Id.
60. Id. at 268-69, 539 S.E.2d at 796.
61. Id. at 269, 539 S.E.2d at 796.
62. Id. at 268-69, 539 S.E.2d at 795-96.
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not feel this was important and found no error on the part of the trial
court.6 3

The majority in King did not find error when the trial court allowed
the State to strike potential juror Dean based on information not derived
from voir dire.64 The State became aware that the potential juror's
stepson had been shot by the victim's brother. The State also struck a
potential juror who had exposure to mentally retarded persons despite
the fact seven other jurors had the same exposure. According to the
State, the juror in question was different than those who were qualified
because "[she] was the only person who indicated that she enjoyed" the
exposure.65 The supreme court also found no abuse of discretion in the
trial court's denial of King's motion to strike juror Strickland for
cause.6 Strickland worked at the school attended by the victim's
daughter. 7 Strickland stated that the victim's daughter "might enter
into [her] mind" during the trial, but she understood she needed to focus
on the defendant and the evidence." The supreme court further held
the trial court did not err in sustaining the State's objection to King's
attempt to ask jurors which mitigating circumstances they would give
weight to. 69 Justice Hines stated: "'[I1t is improper to require [a] juror
to enumerate hypothetical circumstances in which she [or he] might or
might not vote to impose the death penalty.'"'
In Gissendaner v. State,71 the supreme court reiterated this rationale.72 The Court also held a juror is not necessarily unsuited for
service simply because she expresses a leaning toward the death
penalty.73 In addition to the challenges of specific prospective jurors,
the defense challenged the make-up of the jury pool. Members of the
jury commission testified that the percentage of African Americans in
the jury pool was the same as the percentage of African Americans in
the county population. 4 The majority upheld the lower court's ruling

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Id. at 268, 539 S.E.2d at 795-96.
Id. at 269, 539 S.E.2d at 796.
Id.
Id. at 270, 539 S.E.2d at 797.
Id., 539 S.E.2d at 796.
Id., 539 S.E.2d at 797 (alterations in original).
Id. at 271, 539 S.E.2d at 797.
Id., 539 S.E.2d at 797-98 (alterations in original) (quoting Carr v. State, 267 Ga.

547, 554, 480 S.E.2d 583, 591 (1997)).
71.

272 Ga. 704, 532 S.E.2d 677 (2000).

72. Id. at 708, 532 S.E.2d at 684.
73. Id. (citing Mize v. State, 269 Ga. 646, 501 S.E.2d (1997)).
74. Id. at 710, 532 S.E.2d at 686.
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that the forced balancing employed by the county to ensure proportionality was lawful.7"
In Butts v. State, 6 the supreme court affirmed the lower court's
decision not to excuse Juror Osborne, City Marshall, for cause."
Justice Sears stated: "Although we have held that actively serving, fulltime police officers with arrest powers must be excused upon request in
a criminal trial, we have refused to extend that automatic disqualification rule to other persons who are less-connected with law enforcement."78 The majority reasoned that juror Osborne had arrest powers,
but his duties as city marshall concerned "building code [and] other
miscellaneous matters" and therefore did not involve criminal matters. 9 The supreme court found no error in the trial court's denial of
the defense's request to disqualify all employees of the department of
corrections and their relatives. 80 The victim was an employee of the
department of corrections.81 The majority held that "correctional
officers are not subject to the automatic disqualification rule of
Hutcheson v. State,82 and '[b]lanket disqualification of jurors based
solely upon their membership in a group to which the victim belonged
is not required."'' 3
In Morrow v. State,84 the defense asserted that the Hispanic population was under-represented in the jury pool in relation to its population
in the community.8 5 The burden of proving a prima facie case of
constitutional error regarding jury pool composition rests on the
defendant.86 The defendant in Morrow showed a 13.3% disparity
between the county population of Hispanics and its representation in the
jury pool. 87 The supreme court held a 10% difference between the
percentage of a group in the population and the percentage in the jury
pool can establish a constitutional problem of under representation in

the jury pool. 88 The majority stated:

"Generally speaking

....

an

75. Id. (citing Sears v. State, 262 Ga. 805, 426 S.E.2d 553 (1993)).
76. 273 Ga. 760, 546 S.E.2d 472 (2001).
77. Id. at 763, 546 S.E.2d at 479.
78. Id.

79. Id.
80. Id.
81. Id.
82. 246 Ga. 13, 268 S.E.2d 643 (1980).
83. 273 Ga. at 764, 546 S.E.2d at 479 (alteration in original) (quoting Wilson v. State,
271 Ga. 811, 816, 525 S.E.2d 339, 346 (1999)).
84. 272 Ga. 691, 532 S.E.2d 78 (2000).
85. Id. at 692, 532 S.E.2d at 82.
86. Id. at 693, 532 S.E.2d at 83.
87. Id. at 694, 532 S.E.2d at 83.
88. Id. at 692, 532 S.E.2d at 82.
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absolute disparity between the percentage of a group in the population
and its percentage in the jury pool of less than 5% is almost always
constitutional; an absolute disparity between 5 and 10% is usually
constitutional; and an absolute disparity of over 10% is probably
unconstitutional." 9
However, the trial court held and the supreme court agreed that the
defense's data was flawed because it was taken from surveys that
inflated the population of Hispanics in the community.9" The trial
court stated that the census took place in an area where the most
Hispanics lived. According to the trial court, the census test that the
defense relied upon was tainted because the respondents of the census
were told the survey was intended to benefit Hispanics, which could
have affected the responses. In addition to the issue of the constitutionality of the composition of the jury pool, the defense challenged the
qualification of prospective jurors who: a) had been a sorority sister
with the D.A.; b) had a mother who was a victim of domestic abuse; and
c) had worked for an accountant who had served as the D.A.'s campaign
manager.9
The supreme court found no error or prejudice in the
qualification of any of these jurors in question.9 2

III.

GUILT/INNOCENCE PHASE

State,93

In Colwell v.
Daniel Colwell murdered two people in the hope
of being of executed. Despite the fact that Colwell "likely suffered from
a mental disease and was plagued by a desire to die," he was found
competent to stand trial.94 The trial court held Colwell clearly understood "the nature and object of his proceedings" and possessed the skills
necessary for participating in his own defense.95 Daniel Colwell,
against the advice of his counsel, pled guilty.96 The supreme court
affirmed the trial court's ruling.9"

89. Id. (citing Cook v. State, 255 Ga. 565, 340 S.E.2d 843 (1986)).
90. Id. at 694, 532 S.E.2d at 83-84.
91. Id. at 694, 698-99, 532 S.E.2d at 83, 86-87 (citing Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717
(1961); Mize v. State, 269 Ga. 646, 501 S.E.2d 219 (1998)).
92. Id. at 698-99, 532 S.E.2d at 87.
93. 273 Ga. 634, 544 S.E.2d 120 (2001).
94. Id. at 635-36, 544 S.E.2d at 124-25.
95. Id.
96. Id.; see Stripling v. State, 261 Ga. 1, 2, 401 S.E.2d 500, 503 (1991) (The standard
to be applied in making the determination of competence to stand trial is whether the
defendant "iscapable of understanding the nature and object of the proceedings and is
capable of assisting his [or her] attorney with his [or her] defense").

97.

273 Ga. at 636, 544 S.E.2d at 125.
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In Gissendaner v. State,9" the trial court admitted a hearsay statement by the deceased victim while excluding another statement.99 The
supreme court found no error in the trial court's decision.1 °° The
excluded statement was made in a casual conversation, while the
admissible statement was made immediately after the victim concluded
a telephone call where he appeared "really scared and jolted." 1 The
supreme court held: "A trial court should view the proffered hearsay
within the totality of the circumstances of its origin, and, because the
'[flactors that speak to the reliability of [hearsay] statements will vary
depending on the nature of the statements,' the determination of
0 2
trustworthiness is inescapably subjective.""
The majority stated that
"'there must be something present [in the making of the statement]
which the law considers a substitute for the oath of the declarant and
his [or her] cross examination by the party against whom the hearsay is
offered.'"'0 3 According to the majority, the trial court was within its
powers when it chose to include a statement that was "made under
circumstances more suggestive
of trustworthiness" and exclude a
"casually rendered statement."0 4
The supreme court in Gissendaner affirmed the trial court's ruling
permitting the State to admit photographs and a video tape of the
victim's body as it was found at the crime scene.' 5 The majority held
the "[p]hotographs showing the condition and location of the victim's
body are admissible where alterations to the body are due to the
combined forces of the murderer and the elements."0 6
In King v. State,"' the supreme court reaffirmed the constitutionality of the defendant having the burden of proof in regard to proving
mental retardation.' 8 According to the majority, the trial court did
not err by conducting the proceedings concerning defendant's mental
retardation during the guilt-innocence phase.'0 9 The State argued that

98. 272 Ga. 704, 532 S.E.2d 677 (2000).
99. Id. at 711, 532 S.E.2d at 686.
100. Id.
101. Id.
102. Id. at 710-11, 532 S.E.2d at 686 (alteration in original) (quoting Chapel v. State,
270 Ga. 151, 155, 510 S.E.2d 802, 807 (1998)).
103. Id. at 711, 532 S.E.2d at 686 (alteration in original) (quoting Chyrsler Motors
Corp. v. Davis, 226 Ga. 221, 224, 173 S.E.2d 691, 693 (1970)).
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. Id., 532 S.E.2d at 687 (quoting Klinect v. State, 269 Ga. 570, 574, 501 S.E.2d 810,
814 (1998)).
107. 273 Ga. 258, 539 S.E.2d 783 (2000).
108. Id. at 272, 539 S.E.2d at 798.
109. Id.
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defendant's claim of mental retardation was an attempt at placing
responsibility elsewhere and an attempt to avoid the death penalty."
Justice Hines stated that "a jury should not be informed that a finding
of mental retardation bars the imposition of the death penalty," but the
State's arguments were directed at defendant's attempt to assert his
inability to commit the crimes because of mental retardation and not
that mental retardation bars execution."'
In King the State questioned one of the defense experts regarding an
affair he had with one of his patients and its possible effect on his
professional credentials. The defense objected and the trial court
sustained. However, the trial court did not order a mistrial. n 2 Justice
Hines ruled the practice of using specific acts of bad character by an3
expert witness in order to impeach the witness is not permissible.1
According to the supreme court, O.C.G.A. section 17-8-75 provides the
trial court with discretion to order a mistrial." 4 The trial court
instructed the jury that the State's questioning was not proper and
should be disregarded. The trial court also informed the jury of the
unreliability of the complaint against the expert witness." 5 Justice
Hines held the trial court's curative instructions given to the jury and
of the district attorney were enough to avert a
its admonishment
16
mistrial. 1
In Heidler v. State,"7 five photographs of the victim at the scene
The supreme court found that "[pre-autopsy
were admitted." 8
photographs of a murder victim are generally admissible if they show
the nature and extent of the wounds and the relation of the body to
other crime scene evidence, such as blood and shell casings." 9 In
Heidler the trial judge instructed the jury that if they found defendant
guilty, but mentally retarded, then he would automatically be sentenced
to life in prison. 12 The supreme court held the trial court's charge to
be an error because it is not proper to inform the jury that the defendant

110. Id.
111.

112.
113.
114.
S.E.2d
115.
116.
117.
118.

Id. (citing State v.Patillo, 262 Ga. 259, 477 S.E.2d 139 (1992)).

Id. at 273, 539 S.E.2d at 798-99.
Id., 539 S.E.2d at 799 (citing Pruitt v. State, 270 Ga. 745, 514 S.E.2d 639 (1999)).
Id. at 274, 539 S.E.2d at 799 (quoting Schirato v. State, 260 Ga. 170, 172, 391
116, 119 (1990)) (citations-omitted).
Id.
Id.
273 Ga. 54, 537 S.E.2d 44 (2001).
Id. at 59, 537 S.E.2d at 52.

119. Id., 537 S.E.2d at 53 (citing Jackson v. State, 270 Ga. 494, 498, 512 S.E.2d 241
(1999)). See Crozier v. State, 263 Ga. 866, 440 S.E.2d 635 (1994).
120. 273 Ga. at 63, 537 S.E.2d at 55.
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will not be eligible for the death penalty if he is found to be mentally
retarded. 2 ' However, the majority held there was no harmful effect
and no basis for reversal. Defense counsel conceded in closing argument
that mental retardation22was not an issue because there was no evidence
of mental retardation. 1

Defense counsel in Heidler made a pretrial announcement that they
intended to raise mental illness and insanity as defenses. The trial
court ordered that defendant be evaluated by three independent
psychologists or psychiatrists. 123 The defense rested in the guiltinnocence phase without presenting any mental health evidence. The
trial court allowed the State to call the three independent experts as
witnesses. Defense counsel argued the State may only call mental
health witnesses to rebut defense's evidence, but the trial court allowed
the testimony.2 2 The supreme court found no error in the lower
court's decision. 125 According to the majority, the defense encouraged
the trial court to allow the expert witness to testify, and the State
objected on the same grounds that the defense appealed. 1 26 The
majority held "[a] party cannot request a ruling from a trial court and
then, on appeal, take the contrary position and complain that the ruling
was error." 127
In Butts v. State,12 the trial court allowed personal characteristics
of the victims to be admitted at the guilt-innocence phase. The victim
had offered a ride to defendant prior to his murder and was characterized as being nice and charitable. 129 The supreme court held:
[Elven in the guilt/innocence phase of a death penalty trial, some facts
about the victims, including, possibly, some of their personal characteristics, will inevitably be developed, not only because the jurors must be
provided "those details of context that allow them to understand what
is being described," . . . but also because evidence relating to the

121.
122.
123.
124.

Id.; see State v. Patillo, 262 Ga. 259, 260, 417 S.E.2d 139, 140 (1992).
273 Ga. at 63, 537 S.E.2d at 55.
Id. at 60, 537 S.E.2d at 53.
Id. at 60-61, 537 S.E.2d at 53 (citing Nance v. State, 272 Ga. 217, 526 S.E.2d 560

(2000)).
125. Id. at 61, 537 S.E.2d at 54.
126. Id., 537 S.E.2d at 53.
127. Id. (citing Pye v. State, 269 Ga. 779, 787, 505 S.E.2d 4, 13 (1998) ("A party cannot
during the trial ignore what he thinks to be an injustice, take his chance on a favorable
verdict, and complain later.").
128. 273 Ga. 760, 546 S.E.2d 472 (2001).
129. Id. at 767, 546 S.E.2d at 482.
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victims' character and personality may be probative of critical aspects
of the trial."' 0
In Chapman v. State,"' Ed Lee Chapman was charged with the
murder of Ruby Lum Wong and her son Phillip. The district attorney
sought the death penalty. Chapman was convicted of two counts of
felony murder and sentenced to life in prison. Chapman wanted to seek
a verdict of not guilty, but his counsel pursued a strategy to obtain a
verdict of guilty but mentally ill. Chapman's counsel did not believe his
story that it was not his voice on the confession tapes and that someone
had planted evidence from the crimes on him. Trial counsel feared
Chapman's story would offend the jurors and cost them credibility.
Defense counsel instead used the guilt-innocence phase "as one long
sentencing phase ... to portray [defendant] as a victim of his addiction."'3 2 The supreme court held "[w]here, as here, the evidence of
guilt in a death penalty case is overwhelming, the avoidance of a death
133
sentence is a legitimate trial strategy."
IV.

SENTENCING HEARING

In Gissendaner v. State,"' the defense unsuccessfully sought to
introduce letters from Kelly Gissendaner's children as mitigating
evidence.11 5 The trial court denied the request, and the supreme court
affirmed.136
The trial court reasoned that the children's letters
constituted hearsay. The trial court was concerned with the reliability
of the statements and the unknown circumstances and influences the
letters may have been written under. 137 The majority further held
that "the availability of the [children] to serve as witnesses at trial and
the availability of their grandmother to testify that they had written to
their mother both undermined Gissendaner's assertion that admission
of the hearsay statements was critical to her defense." 8
9
A similar issue arose in Jones v.State"1
when the defense was not
allowed by the trial court to introduce a letter asking for mercy at the

130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
(1993);
137.
138.
139.

Id., 546 S.E.2d at 481-82 (citation omitted).
273 Ga. 348, 541 S.E.2d 634 (2001).
Id. at 348-51, 541 S.E.2d at 634-36.
Id. at 351, 541 S.E.2d at 636.
272 Ga. 704, 532 S.E.2d at 677 (2000).
Id. at 714-15, 532 S.E.2d at 688.
Id. at 715, 532 S.E.2d at 688-89 (citing Davis v. State, 263 Ga. 5, 426 S.E.2d 844
Isaacs v. State, 259 Ga. 717, 386 S.E.2d 316 (1989)).
Id. at 714-15, 532 S.E.2d at 689.
Id. at 715, 532 S.E.2d at 689.
273 Ga. 231, 539 S.E.2d 154 (2000).
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sentencing phase of the trial. 4 ° A person who did not appear at trial
wrote an unsworn letter, and the supreme court upheld the trial judge's
decision that the evidence was inadmissible hearsay.''
In Colwell v. State,42 defendant Daniel Colwell wanted to die and
admitted his plan was to kill at least one person in order to obtain the
death penalty." The supreme court found the death penalty was not
a form of assisted suicide deemed unlawful under O.C.G.A. section 16-55(b)." The majority held Colwell was being executed for his crimes
and not because of his desire to die.145 Counsel for Colwell argued his
client should be able to choose the method of his own execution, but the
supreme court held a defendant does not have the right to elect the
method of his killing, and anyone whose crimes occurred before May 1,
2000 shall be executed by electrocution. "6
In Jones Brandon Astor Jones and Van Roosevelt Solomon were
accused of armed robbery and the murder of convenience store worker
Roger Tackett. The trial court denied Jones' motion to introduce a
certified copy of his codefendant's conviction for the malice murder of the
victim. " 7 The supreme court found no error in the ruling.'48 The
majority held that the introduction of the conviction would not lessen the
defendant's culpability, nor would it qualify as mitigating evidence
pertaining to Jones' "'character, prior record, or the circumstances of the
offense."" 49 The court further held that through witness testimony,
the jury was informed of Solomon's role in the murder. 5 '
During closing arguments in Jones, the prosecutor stated the
defendant lacked remorse for the killing. Jones argued his right to
remain silent had been violated."' The supreme court held "it is not
improper to argue the defendant's lack of remorse in the penalty phase,
nor do such comments amount to an improper reference to a defendant's
failure to testify."'5 2 The supreme court found no reversible error
when the State introduced a picture of the victim in life and had the

140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.

Id. at 236, 539 S.E.2d at 161.
Id.
273 Ga. 634, 544 S.E.2d 120 (2001).
Id. at 635, 544 S.E.2d at 124.
Id. at 639, 544 S.E.2d at 127. See O.C.G.A. § 16-5-5(b) (1999).
273 Ga. at 639-40, 544 S.E.2d at 127.
Id. at 640, 544 S.E.2d at 128.
273 Ga. at 231-32, 236, 539 S.E.2d at 157-58, 161.
Id. at 236, 539 S.E.2d at 161.
Id. (quoting Jenkins v. State, 268 Ga. 468, 471, 491 S.E.2d 54, 58 (1997)).
Id.
Id. at 234, 539 S.E.2d at 159.
Id.
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daughter identify her father. 153 The majority reasoned that the
defense failed to object
at trial and the daughter showed no emotion
54
while on the stand. 1

After deliberating for ten hours, the jury informed the court of its
inability to reach a verdict. It was reported to the court that one of the
jurors was opposed to the death penalty under any circumstance. The
trial court gave the jury a modified Allen charge. 5 ' The jury deliberated again and then returned three hours later with a verdict for
death. 6' The supreme court found no error in the trial court's refusal
to accept the jury's declaration of a deadlock. 5 7 According to the
majority, the trial court was also not required to single out the holdout
juror for additional questioning regarding any coercive activity.5 8
In Heidler v. State, 5 ' defense counsel called an employee of the
department ofjuvenile justice as a mitigation witness. On the stand, the
witness described an altercation that occurred between Heidler and his
father. On cross-examination, the prosecution was then allowed to
question the worker about crimes Heidler committed while he was a
juvenile, and Heidler admitted that his altercation with his father
involved an assault with a knife. 6 ' The majority held this to be
appropriate and further stated this issue was waived on appeal because
Heidler did not object. 6 '
In Butts v. State,6 ' the defendant allegedly set a fire while incarcerated, fought with another inmate, and had "O.G. [Original Gangster]
Butts" written on his shoes. The State introduced this information at
63
the sentencing phase of the trial, and the defense did not object.
The supreme court ruled Butts could not complain because he did not
object and further stated there was no issue because introduction of
Butts's behavior in prison was proper.""

153. Id., 539 S.E.2d at 160 (citing Ledford v. State, 264 Ga. 60, 439 S.E.2d 917 (1994)).
154. Id.
155. Id. (citing Allen v. United States, 164 U.S. 492 (1896); Romine v. State, 256 Ga.
521, 350 S.E.2d 446 (1986)).
156. Id.
157. Id. at 235, 539 S.E.2d at 160 (citing Sears v. State, 270 Ga. 834, 514 S.E.2d 426
(1999); Todd v. State, 243 Ga. 539, 255 S.E.2d 5 (1979)).
158. Id. (citing Jenkins v. State, 269 Ga. 282, 498 S.E.2d 502 (1998); Hudson v. State,
237 Ga. 241, 227 S.E.2d 257 (1976)).
159. 273 Ga. 54, 537 S.E.2d 44 (2001).
160. Id. at 64-65, 537 S.E.2d at 56.
161. Id. at 65, 537 S.E.2d at 56 (citing O.C.G.A § 24-9-64 (1995)).
162. 273 Ga. 760, 546 S.E.2d 472 (2001).
163. Id. at 769, 546 S.E.2d at 483.
164.' Id. (citing Sears, 270 Ga. at 842, 514 S.E.2d at 435; Fair v. State, 245 Ga. 868, 268
S.E.2d 316 (1980)).
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PRESERVATION OF ERROR

In Butts, according to the supreme court, the trial court did not err in
refusing to permit Robert Butts the opportunity to present evidence
regarding execution by electrocution.' 65 The majority further held that
because Butts was unable to obtain a ruling from the trial court on the
issue of cruel and unusual punishment of the death penalty, the issue
was waived on appeal.'
In Esposito v. State,6 7 the jury went to the crime scene with a
deputy sheriff who was also a State witness. The judge, district
attorney, defense counsel, and the court reporter were all absent from
the trip. However, the defense did not object or raise the issue as an
enumeration of error.' The supreme court found the crime scene visit
troubling and unnecessary and stated that "a trial judge should attend
any planned jury view."' 69 According to the majority, the jury had
already examined photographs of the scene, and the court felt there were
"[sipecial dangers" in allowing the jury to view the crime scene with a
police officer who also happened to be a State witness. 17' The majority
held "trial court's [sic] should note that a defendant's presence is
mandatory, if not waived by the defendant himself, whenever testimony
or other evidence is presented to the jury."' 7' The court further urged
lower courts to consider not letting juries view the crime scene because
"[flrequently ...nothing is to be added to the jury's understanding of
the issues" and there is "fertile ground for irregularity and, at times,
reversible error."' 72 The court concluded by advising trial courts to
deny a request for a jury view
of the crime scene when faced with a
73
situation such as Esposito.

In Head v. Carr,7 1 the defendant raised a grocery list of issues for
the first time at his habeas corpus hearing. 75 The supreme court held
all claims that could have been raised but were not objected to at trial
or pursued on direct appeal would be defaulted unless he could meet the

165. Id.
166. Id., 546 S.E.2d at 484 (citing Pruitt v. State, 258 Ga. 583, 373 S.E.2d 192 (1988);
Kitchens v. State, 228 Ga. 624, 187 S.E.2d 268 (1972)).
167. 273 Ga. 183, 538 S.E.2d 55 (2000).
168. Id. at 187, 538 S.E.2d at 59.
169. Id. (citing Wilson v. State, 271 Ga. 811, 525 S.E.2d 339 (1999)).
170. Id., 538 S.E.2d at 60.
171. Id. (citing Holsey v. State, 271 Ga. 856, 524 S.E.2d 473 (1999)).
172. Id.
173. Id.
174. 273 Ga. 613, 544 S.E.2d 409 (2001).
175. Id. at 613, 544 S.E.2d at 411.
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cause and prejudice test.176 In order for Carr to show prejudice, the
court held he must "demonstrate actual prejudice that 'worked to his
actual and substantial disadvantage, infecting his entire trial with error
of constitutional dimensions.'"'177 According to the majority, Carr did
not show sufficient cause on why claims were not raised on direct
appeal. 78 Therefore, Carr's arguments on change of venue, proportionality, inadequate assistance by experts, improper jury instructions,
constitutionality of execution by electrocution, and the constitutionality
of the Unified Appeal Procedure were all defaulted.'7 9
In Davis v. Turpin,80 the defense failed to raise the issue of cruel
and unusual punishment of execution by electrocution as a constitutional
issue until the habeas hearing. 8 ' The supreme court agreed with the
habeas court's decision to bar the claim.'82 The majority held "[tihe
procedural bar to claims that are raised for the first time in a habeas
proceeding exists to prevent litigants from reserving meritorious issues
on direct appeal in an effort to interpose needless delay to complete
resolution of their cases."' 83 Also in Davis, the defendant argued that
his constitutional rights were violated by his absence during a critical
stage in the trial, and his counsel rendered ineffective assistance by
failing to raise the issue on direct appeal.'
The supreme court ruled
that the claim was procedurally defaulted because it was not raised at
the proper time.'85 The majority further ruled that there was no
evidence of sufficient cause of prejudice to lift the procedural bar.'86
In Jones v. State,8 7 the jury sent a note to the trial judge stating
they needed help defining a part of the charge that stated the defendant
"[intended that deadly force be used by another to accomplish the
criminal enterprise." 88 The trial court responded to the note by
explaining that no additional explanation would be given. Jones stated

176. Id. at 614, 544 S.E.2d at 412.
177. Id. (quoting United States v. Frady, 456 U.S. 152, 170 (1982); Turpin v. Todd, 268
Ga. 820, 828, 493 S.E.2d 900, 907 (1997)).
178. Id. at 615, 544 S.E.2d at 412.
179. Id.
180. 273 Ga. 244, 539 S.E.2d 129 (2000).
181. Id. at 245, 539 S.E.2d at 131.
182. Id.
183. Id. (quoting Black v. Hardin, 255 Ga. 239, 239-40, 336 S.E.2d 754, 755 (1985)).
184. Id. at 249, 539 S.E.2d at 134.
185. Id.
186. Id. (citing Turpin v. Todd, 268 Ga. at 820, 439 S.E.2d at 905).
187. 273 Ga. 231, 539 S.E.2d 154 (2000).
188. Id. at 231, 539 S.E.2d at 154.
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he had no objection. l 9 Therefore, the supreme court ruled Jones'
claim on appeal regarding the jury's confusion was waived. 9 °
In Gissendaner v. State, 9 ' the defendant argued that the prosecutor
made improper personal attacks against defense counsel during final
summation.9 2 The supreme court ruled Gissendaner had waived her
claim because defense counsel did not raise any objections to the
93
improper comments during trial. 1
94
In Heidler v. State,' the defendant claimed his confession resulted
from an illegal arrest.'95 The supreme court refused to hear this claim
because the defense failed to raise this issue during trial.'9 6 Heidler
also argued that the videotapes of the two girls he kidnapped (one of
which he sexually assaulted) should not have been admitted. Heidler
allegedly kidnapped the girls after he murdered their parents. The two
girls, ages eight and ten, gave statements to police officers but did not
testify on the witness stand. Each girl was interviewed separately by a
police officer and a department of family and children services worker.
The interviews took place just a few hours after the alleged sexual
assault and murders. 9 v The majority found no evidence that the girls
were manipulated or coached.' 98 The trial court found sufficient
indicia of reliability to render the evidence admissible in accordance with
O.C.G.A. section 24-3-16, "which permits the introduction of videotaped
interviews of child sex abuse victims."'99 Heidler claimed the interviews with the two girls violated the Confrontation Clause. 20 ' The
majority ruled Heidler waived his right to appeal this issue by failing to
object to the admission of the videotapes at trial.201 The majority
further stated that the admission was proper because the girls were
20 2
available to testify if Heidler desired to cross examine them.

189. Id.
190. Id. (citing Pye v. State, 269 Ga. 779, 505 S.E.2d 4 (1998); Earnest v. State, 262 Ga.
494, 422 S.E.2d 188 (1992)).
191. 272 Ga. 704, 532 S.E.2d 677 (2000).
192. Id. at 704, 532 S.E.2d at 677.
193. Id., 532 S.E.2d at 688.
194. 273 Ga. 54, 537 S.E.2d 44 (2000).
195. Id. at 54, 537 S.E.2d at 44.
196. Id.
197. Id. at 58-60, 537 S.E.2d at 52-53.
198. Id. at 60, 537 S.E.2d at 53.
199. Id. (citing O.C.G.A. § 24-3-16 (1995 & Supp. 2001); Vick v. State, 194 Ga. App.
616, 391 S.E.2d 455 (1990)).
200. Id.; see GA. CONST. art. I, § 1, para. 14.
201. 273 Ga. at 60, 537 S.E.2d at 53.
202. Id.
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In Heidler the defense called a department of juvenile justice worker
who testified about the defendant's behavior as a child. Defense counsel
did not object when the prosecutor asked a defense witness about
Heidler's crimes committed when he was a child.20 3 Because Heidler's
counsel did not object, the supreme court ruled that the issue was
waived on appeal.0 4 Defense also failed to object to the qualification
of a juror who had plane tickets reserved for a vacation to begin on the
last day of deliberations. The trial court offered to reimburse the juror
if deliberations went past her departure time. The lower court found no
evidence she was pressured into arriving at a verdict. Furthermore,
defense did not object and therefore waived the issue. 0 5
The trial judge in Butts v. State20 6 had presided over juvenile
proceedings against the defendant. The defense did not object, and the
issue was waived. 2 7 The supreme court, however, addressed defendant's issue of ineffective assistance of counsel due to counsel's failure
to object to the judge presiding over the defendant's case.208 The
majority found no evidence of prejudice or bias on the part of the
judge. 2 9 The majority held, "'[i]t has long been regarded as normal
and proper for a judge to sit in the same case upon its remand, and to
sit in successive trials involving the same defendant.' 2 10
Defense
counsel failed to obtain a ruling in regard to the issue of cruel and
unusual punishment. 21" Therefore, the supreme court found the issue
waived for purposes of appeal.212
VI.

MANDATORY REVIEW

13

In Colwell v. State, defendant presented religious materials to the
jury."' Because itwas the defendant who introduced the materials,

203.
204.
205.

Id. at 64-65, 537 S.E.2d at 56.
Id. at 65, 537 S.E.2d at 56-57.
Id. (citing Earnest v. State, 262 Ga. 494, 422 S.E.2d 188 (1992)).

206.

273 Ga.760, 546 S.E.2d 472 (2001).

207. Id. at 762, 546 S.E.2d at 478.
208. Id.
209. Id., 546 S.E.2d at 478-79.
210. Id. at 763, 546 S.E.2d at 478 (alteration in original) (quoting Liteky v. United
States, 510 U.S. 540, 551 (1994)); see also Welch v. State, 257 Ga. 197, 200, 357 S.E.2d 70,
73 (1987) (holding recusal not required when trial judge presided over original trial
wherein the defendant was sentenced to death).
211. 273 Ga. at 771, 546 S.E.2d at 484.
212. Id.
213. 273 Ga. 634, 544 S.E.2d 120 (2001).
214. Id. at 642, 544 S.E.2d at 129.
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the supreme court found no issue of trial court error."' The majority
stated, "[o]ur review under O.C.G.A. § 17-10-35(c)(1) is primarily
designed to ensure that neither the State nor outside forces inject
improper considerations into death penalty trials," but the court added
that it must consider "the trial as a whole in order to ensure fundamental fairness and justice."21 The majority took into account the unusual
circumstances of the trial when considering the introduction of religious
materials and reasoned the materials offered the jury a glimpse into the
psyche of defendant and did not create a situation providing a basis for
reversal.1 7
In Colwell the defendant, Daniel Colwell, was convicted of two counts
The
of malice murder and two counts of aggravated assault."
supreme court vacated both charges of aggravated assault because the
evidence used to prove aggravated assault and murder was the same,
and the two crimes, therefore, merged as a matter of fact.219 The
supreme court reaffirmed its stance that "'mutually supporting
aggravating circumstances' are impermissible."22 ° According to the
majority, the jury should not have been permitted to use both murders
as aggravating circumstances to each other.22 ' The court upheld the
conviction for both counts of malice murder, despite the elimination of
one of the murders as an aggravating circumstance, because they found
other aggravating factors present.222
In Gissendaner v. State,223 the State asserted in its closing that the
defense's argument was "an insult to the truth" and had "done a
tremendous violence to the truth."224 The supreme court held that the
trial court did not err in allowing the district attorney's statements
because "[this Court has long held that the permissible range of
argument during final summation is very wide." 225 The State allegedly

215. Id.; but cf. Carruthers v. State, 272 Ga. 306, 308-11,528 S.E.2d 217,221-23 (2000)
(reversing death sentence where the State had presented certain religious materials over
the defendant's objection).

216. 273 Ga. at 642, 544 S.E.2d at 129; see O.C.G.A. § 17-10-35(c)(1) (1997).
217. 273 Ga. at 642, 544 S.E.2d at 129.
218. Id. at 641, 544 S.E.2d at 128.
219. Id. (citing McDade v. State, 270 Ga. 654, 513 S.E.2d 733 (1999); Fitzpatrick v.
State, 268 Ga. 423, 489 S.E.2d 840 (1997); Griffin v. State, 265 Ga. 552, 458 S.E.2d 813
(1995)).
220. Id. at 642, 544 S.E.2d at 129 (quoting Wilson v. State, 250 Ga. 630, 638, 300
S.E.2d 640, 648 (1983)).

221.
222.
223.
224.
225.

Id.
Id.
272 Ga. 704, 532 S.E.2d 677 (2000).
Id. at 713, 532 S.E.2d at 687.
Id., 532 S.E.2d at 688 (internal citations omitted).
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made personal attacks on defense counsel during its closing argument
2 6
to which there were no objectionsY.
The supreme court stated that
it must consider "whether any allegedly-improper arguments that were
not objected to at trial in reasonable probability changed the jury's
exercise of discretion in choosing between life imprisonment or
death."22 According to Justice Thompson, the reasonable probability
test only applies in the context of appellate review of a criminal case
where the death penalty is being sought.2 2 8 The statements in question in Gissendanerwere not found to be damaging enough to "disturb"
the defendant's sentence.22 9
The supreme court in Gissendaner also addressed the issue of
proportionality in executions numerous times throughout the last
year.230 The court stated, "our 'proportionality review of death sentences includes special consideration of the sentences received by codefendants in the same crime.'" 23 ' Kelly Gissendaner was convicted
for the murder of her husband. Gissendaner allegedly formed a plan
with her boyfriend, Greg Owen, to kill her husband for the insurance
money. Owen carried out the plan by stabbing the husband to death.
The jury sentenced Gissendaner to death while her co-defendant, Owen,
received a lesser sentence.232 The supreme court emphasized that it
considered the "special individual characteristics" of Kelly Gisendaner
when weighing the proportionality of her death sentence. 233 The court
stated that Gissendaner was a moving force in the crime. 234 The
majority cited several aggravating factors in determining Gissendaner's
culpability. Gissendaner allegedly drove Owen to her family's home on
the night of the murder, provided him with the murder weapon, and left
him in the home to wait for her husband. Gissendaner allegedly
inspected the body of the victim and assisted in the burning of his car.
According to the trial record, Gissendaner raised the option of murder
in conversations with Owen; she stood to be the primary beneficiary
from any life insurance; and the murder was planned against her close

226. Id.
227. Id. (internal citations omitted); cf. Mullins v. State, 270 Ga. 450, 450-51, 511
S.E.2d 165, 166-67 (1999) (affirming the court's decision to deny defendant a new trial
despite witness credibility questions).
228. 272 Ga. at 713, 532 S.E.2d at 688.
229. Id. (quoting Mullins v. State, 270 Ga. 450, 450-51, 511 S.E.2d 165, 166-67 (1999)).
230. Id. at 716-19, 532 S.E.2d at 690-92.
231. Id. at 717, 532 S.E.2d at 690 (quoting Allen v. State, 253 Ga. 390, 395, 321 S.E.2d
710, 715 (1984)).
232. Id. at 704-05, 532 S.E.2d at 681-82.
233. Id. at 717, 532 S.E.2d at 691 (citing O.C.G.A. § 17-10-35(c)(3) (1997)).
234. Id.
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family member.235 The majority cited the fact that the co-defendant
cooperated with authorities by confessing, while Gissendaner "devised
a plan to suborn perjury and to do violence against witnesses."2 36
There was also evidence that Gissendaner drove angrily toward a
witness and said "I ought to run the bitch over."237 Gissendaner
allegedly wrote a letter in an effort to locate a person willing to commit
perjury at trial. 2 ' Based on the evidence, the majority found Gissenader's sentence was not disproportionate to Owen's. s
The Georgia Supreme Court examined the proportionality issue in
King v. State.24" The majority held: "our review concerns whether the
death penalty 'is excessive per se' or if the death penalty is 'only rarely
imposed ... or substantially out of line' for the type of crime involved
and not whether there ever have been sentences less than death imposed
for similar crimes."24' 1 The court refused to be persuaded by the fact
that King's co-indictee had not yet been sentenced and possibly would
not be sentenced to death.242 King allegedly was involved in the
planning of the crime, carried the gun to the crime scene, fired the shots
from the gun, and showed no remorse.243 The majority found sufficient
evidence presented before the jury to authorize a finding of death.2 "
During closing arguments at sentencing, defense counsel asked jurors
what they thought "Jesus would do" in sentencing the defendant.245
The State objected, the trial court sustained, and the Georgia Supreme
Court affirmed.246 According to the majority, the trial court did not
forbid all arguments in favor of mercy but concluded "'it would be
improper ... to urge that the teachings of a particular religion command
the imposition of a death penalty in the case at hand."' 247 The supreme court further commented: "[i]t is difficult to draw a precise line
between religious arguments that are acceptable and those that are

235. Id. at 717-19, 532 S.E.2d at 691.
236. Id. at 719, 532 S.E.2d at 691-92; compare Moore v. State, 233 Ga. 861, 865, 213
S.E.2d 829, 832 (1975) (concluding that the death sentence imposed was not done under
influence of emotions).
237. 272 Ga. at 718, 532 S.E.2d at 691.
238. Id.
239. Id. at 719, 532 S.E.2d at 692.
240. 273 Ga. 258, 529 S.E.2d 783 (2000).
241. Id. at 278, 539 S.E.2d at 802 (quoting Gissendaner,272 Ga. at 717, 532 S.E.2d at
690) (citations omitted).
242. Id.
243. Id.
244. Id. at 278-79, 539 S.E.2d at 802.
245. Id. at 275, 539 S.E.2d at 800.
246. Id.
247. Id. (quoting Hill v. State, 263 Ga. 37, 45, 427 S.E.2d 770, 778 (1993)).
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The majority stated: "some discretion must be
objectionable." 2'
afforded to trial courts in determining whether a particular argument,
whether made by the State or by a defendant, tends to urge jurors'
compliance with some religious mandate" and interferes with their duty
to consider all sentencing options.249
In Davis v. Turpin,25 ° the defendant unsuccessfully urged the
supreme court to reevaluate his death sentence based on the fact that
some of the cases that his sentence was compared to by the supreme
court on direct appeal had been subsequently reversed and the
defendants were sentenced to life.251 The majority stressed that it is
the reaction of the jury to the evidence that concerns the supreme court
when weighing the proportionality of a sentence.252 According to
Justice Hunstein, the court may set aside the death penalty as excessive
only when a jury's reaction to evidence is "substantially out of line" with
the reactions of prior juries to similar evidence.2 53
VII.

STATE HABEAS CORPUS

Taylor,"4

Keith Brian Taylor was convicted of malice
In Head v.
murder and sentenced to death. His conviction was affirmed by the
Georgia Supreme Court.255 Taylor had a long history of mental illness
dating back to 1980 when he had a nervous breakdown. In the following
years, a mental hospital diagnosed Taylor with a variety of disorders
including: chronic paranoia, mixed personality disorder, depression,
substance abuse, suicidal ideation, and schizophrenia. Taylor was
appointed counsel after he was charged with murder. Soon after
meeting with Taylor, his counsel decided that, based on the circumstances of the case, their best defense would be a mental health defense.
While in jail awaiting trial, Taylor's medication ran out. 256

Taylor

claimed to "be suffering from uncontrollable crying and shaking, bad
dreams, and headaches" and felt that the jail personnel were out to "get"
him. 257 Taylor's counsel attempted to have an expert interview Taylor

248. Id. (alteration in original) (quoting Carruthers v. State, 272 Ga. 306, 310, 528
S.E.2d 217, 222 (2000)).
249. Id.
250. 273 Ga. 244, 539 S.E.2d 129 (2000).
251. Id.
252. Id. (citing Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972)).
253. Id. at 245, 539 S.E.2d at 131 (quoting Ross v. State, 233 Ga. 361, 367, 211 S.E.2d
356, 360 (1994)).
254. 273 Ga. 69, 538 S.E.2d 416 (2000).
255. Id. at 69, 538 S.E.2d at 418.
256. Id. at 72-74, 538 S.E.2d at 420-21.
257. Id. at 74, 538 S.E.2d at 421.
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but he refused to submit to the evaluation and became more and more
uncooperative. The expert warned defense counsel that two problems
existed with Taylor's deteriorating condition: 1) despite his condition,
Taylor remained active among the jail population (playing basketball
and chess), and the jailers would likely testify about his activity; and 2)
Taylor had submitted to testing by the State the previous year and
refused to be tested by the defense. Therefore, the State's expert could
testify about the lack of mental illness while the defense expert would
have to concede that he did not interview Taylor. It became immediately
apparent that the question before the jury at the competency trial was
whether Taylor was sick or just malingering. The jailers and the doctor
testified about Taylor's activities in the jail. The State argued at closing
that if Taylor were paranoid schizophrenic then defense counsel would
have arranged for him to be medicated. 25 8 The jury found Taylor fit
to stand trial.259
At trial, the prosecutor presented a jail doctor, Dr. Martin, to rebut
the defense expert whom Taylor refused to meet. Dr. Martin testified
that Taylor acted normally while in jail, and he was not aware of anyone
prescribing medication for Taylor.2 0 Another expert witness testified
on cross-examination that she had earlier noted that Taylor "wants to
use mental illness to keep from facing responsibility when he gets into
trouble." 261

The supreme court affirmed the habeas court's finding of

ineffective assistance of counsel, concluding that defense counsel should
have made sure that Taylor was properly medicated before trial.262
The court held that "trial counsel chose a strategy centered around their
ability to convince the jury that their client was a paranoid schizophrenic and not a malingerer, but they proceeded to trial without taking the
necessary action to prevent this strategy from being seriously impaired
by Taylor's noncooperation."26
The majority further held that defense's failure to obtain available jail records to refute the jail doctor's
testimony constituted deficient performance. 264 Jail records painted a
different picture of Taylor than the testimony of the jailers and Dr.
Martin. According to the jail records, Taylor repeatedly complained
about symptoms and displayed suicidal ideation. Dr. Martin, the State's
expert, had personally increased Taylor's medication after his arrest and

258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

at
at
at
at
at
at

74-76, 538 S.E.2d
76, 538 S.E.2d at
77-78, 538 S.E.2d
77, 538 S.E.2d at
78, 538 S.E.2d at
80, 538 S.E.2d at

at 421-23.
423.
at 423.
423.
424.
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treated Taylor with Haldol but was not questioned by the defense about
this. Furthermore, the sheriff did not testify, nor was he questioned at
the competency hearings regarding the numerous requests made by
Taylor for mental health treatment.265
In Head v.Carr,66 a jury convicted defendant of malice murder and
sentenced him to death. Carr and his girlfriend, Melissa Burgeson,
robbed and killed Keith Young. Carr allegedly was the one who actually
stabbed the victim. The habeas court vacated Carr's sentence on account
of ineffective assistance of trial counsel in the preparation and presentation of Carr's case.267 The supreme court reversed the habeas court's
decision and reaffirmed Carr's sentence.268 The majority stated that
trial counsel is "'strongly presumed to have rendered adequate assistance and made all significant decisions in the exercise of reasonable
professional judgment.'" 269 The supreme court held that the appropriate test for deficient counsel is "'whether some reasonable lawyer at the
trial could
have acted, in the circumstances, as defense counsel acted at
270
trial.'
In Carr the defendant was advised to confess before the trial because
they believed there was a "deal" on the table. Carr confessed, and the
district attorney allegedly withdrew his offer. The habeas court found
no evidence of a deal and found Carr's counsel deficient for failing to
memorialize the deal in writing if they actually believed one existed.
The habeas court determined that none of the deficiencies by defense
counsel affected the guilt-innocence stage, so the question for the
Georgia Supreme Court was if it affected the sentencing. Carr stated
that he testified at trial because he was concerned that the State would
introduce his pre-trial statement at trial. 271 The majority found Carr's
testimony added evidence of his intoxication, his control by the
codefendant, and remorse for the victim. 2 72 Thus, the majority concluded Carr's testimony did not harm his mitigation case.273
The habeas court in Carr also cited defense counsel for ineffectiveness
during voir dire. The defense did not strike jurors who were apparently

265.

Id. at 81, 538 S.E.2d at 425-26.

266. 273 Ga. 613, 544 S.E.2d 409 (2001).
267. Id. at 613, 544 S.E.2d at 411.

268. Id.
269. Id. at 616, 544 S.E.2d at 413 (quoting Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,690
(1984)).
270. Id. at 625, 544 S.E.2d at 419 (quoting Turpin v. Mobley, 269 Ga. 635, 644, 502
S.E.2d 458, 467 (1998)).
271. Id. at 621-22, 544 S.E.2d at 417.
272. Id. at 622, 544 S.E.2d at 417.
273. Id.
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predisposed to a death sentence. 27' However, the supreme court stated
that defense counsel was competent in voir dire because he was
experienced and because he had received updated training from the
Multi-County Public Defender's office before trial. 25 Defense counsel
also failed to strike two jurors for cause who stated they would vote for
the death penalty if there were a guilty verdict.276 The supreme court
admitted that it was hard to understand why these jurors were not
struck but stated that there could have been reasons, such as the juror's
belief that people who are drunk sometimes don't speak the truth (one
of Carr's arguments was the unreliability of the audiotaped statement
given when he was allegedly intoxicated).2 77 The majority further held
that there must be evidence of prejudice. 8 In order to prove prejudice
one must show "'a reasonable probability (i.e., a probability sufficient to
undermine confidence in the outcome) that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of the proceeding would have been different.' 279 Defense counsel used peremptory strikes against both jurors
in question, so neither played a role in sentencing. Defense counsel still
had one peremptory strike remaining at the end of voir dire, and there
was no evidence, according to the majority, that the jury had any
a sentence of death (the jury deliberated for
difficulty recommending
280
only ninety minutes).
The habeas court in Carr also faulted the defense "for failing to elicit
a fraction of the mitigation evidence [Carr's mother] was prepared to
present at the sentencing phase of the trial."28 1 Nevertheless, the
supreme court found Mrs. Carr's testimony gave evidence of Carr's
abusive father, Carr's nonviolent nature, his unsupervised childhood,
and the hope his mother had for him. 2

2

The supreme court also found

"the extent of trial counsel's questioning of Mrs. Carr was not unreasonable." 283 The majority reasoned further that most of the evidence left
out 4of Mrs. Carr's testimony was introduced through other witnesses.

28

274. Id.
275. Id. at 623, 544 S.E.2d at 418.
276. Id.
277. Id.
278. Id. at 624, 544 S.E.2d at 418.
279. Id. (quoting Smith v. Francis, 253 Ga. 782, 783, 325 S.E.2d 362, 363 (1985)).
280. Id., 544 S.E.2d at 418-19.
281. Id. at 625, 544 S.E.2d at 419 (alteration in original).

282. Id.
283. Id. at 626, 544 S.E.2d at 420.

284. Id.
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The habeas court in Carr, consistent with its other findings of
ineffective assistance of counsel, found defense counsel was ineffective
for not introducing evidence that Carr's father had sexually abused
him." 5 However, the majority found the evidence of sexual abuse
would not "inreasonable probability have changed the result of the
sentencing phase."2 86 The supreme court concluded that courts must
be deferential to trial counsel's reasonable strategic decisions. 2 7 Here,
defense counsel did not call several family members at the sentencing
phase because he felt their stories were inconsistent. 288 The majority
also found that the evidence that was supposed to be given by the family
members was given by other witnesses.28 9
The habeas court also cited defense counsel for failing to call John
Ellis, who had prepared a summary of his treatment of Carr and who
had assessed that Carr "has the potential to become a very functional
member of society."29" The majority deferred again to trial strategy
and concluded that defense counsel presented a sufficient number of
mitigation experts. 29' The habeas court found further error because
defense counsel failed to present evidence of a history of drug and
alcohol abuse and mental illness in Carr's extended family. 292 The
supreme court disagreed again with the habeas court and held that
"[aidditional evidence that Carr had a schizophrenic aunt and relatives
with alcohol and drug
problems would not have reasonably changed the
29
sentencing verdict."

Carr presented affidavits of a neuropsychologist and a neurologist
during the habeas hearing that showed Carr was predisposed to
"impulsivity" that compromised his ability to use sound judgment due to
brain damage. 294 However, the supreme court found no prejudice in
defense counsel's decision not to enter evidence of Carr's birth records
(showing possible brain damage) at trial. 295 The doctor who testified
at sentencing for the defense was not given Carr's birth records and
stated at the habeas hearing that had he been provided with documenta-
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287.
(1998)).
288.
289.
290.
291.
292.
293.
294.
295.

Id. at 627, 544 S.E.2d at 421.
Id.
Id. at 628, 544 S.E.2d at 421 (citing Turpin v. Mobley, 269 Ga. 635, 502 S.E.2d 458
Id.
Id.
Id. at
Id.
Id. at
Id. at
Id. at
Id.

629, 544 S.E.2d at 422.
629-30, 544 S.E.2d at 422.
630, 544 S.E.2d at 423.
631, 544 S.E.2d at 423.
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tion of birth trauma, he would have ordered neuropsychological testing.
Nevertheless, the doctor was aware, through anecdotal information, that
there was a history of birth injury. 29 The majority held: "[it is
simply not reasonable to put the onus on trial counsel to know what
additional information would have triggered Dr. Cheatham to order
neuropsychiatric testing; a reasonable lawyer
is not expected to have a
297
background in psychiatry or neurology."

The supreme court found that the jury was not prejudiced by the
failure of defense counsel to obtain Carr's medical records to show the
specific drugs he was on before the audiotaped confession.298 The
majority felt that this omission had no affect on the sentence imposed. 299 The majority also found no harm that defense counsel only
provided a transcript but no audiotape of Carr's statement to the police
to their expert who testified as to Carr's state of mind at the time the
audiotaped statements were made. 0 0 The majority held that "a
reasonable lawyer could have prepared an expert for trial by furnishing
him the transcript only."3"' Finally, the supreme court found no error
in defense counsel's strategy to focus the sentencing phase on diminished
capacity rather than on good character. 0 2 The majority found it
reasonable for trial counsel to focus on "diminished capacity due to
intoxication, control by Burgeson, and a history of physical, sexual, and
substance abuse."0 3
In Tharpe v. Head, °4 Keith Tharpe's application for writ of habeas
corpus was remanded for a decision on the merits after it had been
previously denied.30 5 The prosecutor introduced Tharpe's convictions
as a habitual traffic law violater to the jury at the penalty phase. Mr.
Tharpe had already received probation for the traffic violations.0 6 The
supreme court held "[piresent confinement is not required to show a
restraint of liberty; it is sufficient restraint that the petitioner is

296.
297.
298.
299.
300.
301.
(1998)).
302.
303.
304.

Id.
Id. (citing Turpin v. Mobley, 269 Ga. 635, 502 S.E.2d 458 (1998)).
Id. at 632, 544 S.E.2d at 424.
Id.
Id. at 631, 544 S.E.2d at 424.
Id. at 632,544 S.E.2d at 424 (citing Turpin v. Mobley, 269 Ga. 635,502 S.E.2d 458
Id. at 632-33, 544 S.E.2d at 424.
Id. at 633, 544 S.E.2d at 424.
272 Ga. 596, 533 S.E.2d 368 (2000).

305. Id. at 596, 533 S.E.2d at 369.
306. Id.
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suffering adverse collateral consequences flowing from his conviction."" 7
According to the majority, it is irrelevant whether the
conviction is introduced as nonstatutory or statutory because the jury
uses both to decide if they are going to impose the death penalty.08
In Davis v. Turpin,3 °9 Troy Anthony Davis was convicted of malice
murder and sentenced to death.3a 0 His sentence was affirmed by the
Georgia Supreme Court.3 ' Davis sought habeas relief, but the court
found no merit in his claims, and thus, he appealed. Davis contended
that his original counsel had a conflict of interest once the trial court
assigned new counsel to work on defendant's claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. In particular, Davis asserted that the new counsel
and the original counsel were friendly acquaintances, and therefore this
adversely affected the new counsel's ability to do the ineffective
assistance of counsel investigation. Davis further contended that the
original counsel did not act zealously on his behalf once the investigation
into their trial performance began.312 The supreme court found no
evidence of deficient performance on the part of the original counsel in
Davis, nor did they find any bias due to a friendly relationship between
both sets of counsel.313 The majority held that even if a lenient Cuyler
standard were applied, Davis' claim would fail. 314 The majority further
held that if Davis had raised an objection before the trial court regarding
a possible conflict of interest, then his burden to show a conflict of
interest arguably could have been lessened.315

307. Id. at 597, 533 S.E.2d at 368 (citing Atkins v. Hopper, 234 Ga. 330, 216 S.E.2d 89
(1975)).
308. Id. at 598, 533 S.E.2d at 370.
309.

273 Ga. 244, 539 S.E.2d 129 (2000).

310. Id. at 244, 539 S.E.2d at 131.
311. Id.
312. Id. at 244-48, 539 S.E.2d at 131-33.
313. Id. at 249, 539 S.E.2d at 133.
314. Id. at 246-47, 539 S.E.2d at 132; see Cuyler v. Sullivan, 446 U.S. 335, 348 (1980)
(sufficient prejudice may be presumed in a post-conviction proceeding in certain limited
circumstances, namely, when the defendant demonstrates that counsel actively represented
conflicting interests and that an actual conflict of interest existed).
315. 273 Ga. at 247, 539 S.E.2d at 132; see Wilson v. Morris, 724 F.2d 591, 593 (7th
Cir. 1984) ("A constitutional violation occurs, and proof of an actual conflict is not required,

when a defendant's attorney objects to joint representation and the trial court overrules
the objection without exploring the basis of the objection or the adequacy of the
representation in the face of a potential conflict of interest"); Cabello v. United States, 188
F.3d 871, 875 (7th Cir. 1999) ("[tlhe extent to which the defendant must demonstrate
prejudice depends on whether and to what extent the conflict was brought to the attention
of the trial judge." (alteration in original)).
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In regard to the original counsel's behavior in Davis, the majority held
that "'any conflict that might have stemmed from [counsel's] interest in
protecting his professional standing evaporated' when he took active,
professionally-responsible steps to facilitate the litigation of Davis's
claims of ineffective assistance."31
According to the record, the
original counsel advised Davis to speak freely with his new counsel and
even suggested possible areas for the new counsel to explore regarding
ineffective assistance of counsel.317 In reference to the new counsel,
the majority found nothing in the trial court or habeas court records to
suggest that Davis' supplemental appellate counsel had divided loyalties
or allowed his actions to be in any way negatively affected by the
simultaneous representation.31
VIII.

THE GEORGIA ELECTRIC CHAIR

321
Spivey v. State,32 0 and Williams v. Head,
In High v. State,
the Georgia Supreme Court granted a stay of execution until the
question of the constitutionality of electrocution was resolved. 322 The
supreme court addressed the electrocution question in Esposito v.
State.323 The majority acknowledged that "[t]he continued use of
electrocution as Georgia's sole method of executing persons sentenced to
death for crimes committed before May 1, 2000 presents a troubling
moral and legal issue."324 Justice Fletcher stated that the Georgia
Supreme Court and other courts have also raised grave concerns over
the "humaneness" of electrocution.3 23
The majority stated: "With
Alabama's use of electrocution presently under review in federal
evidentiary hearings, the continued place of electrocution in American
3 19

316. 273 Ga. at 249, 539 S.E.2d at 133 (alteration in original) (quoting Fields v.
Attorney Gen. of Md., 956 F.2d 1290, 1298-99 (4th Cir. 1992)).
317. Id. at 248, 539 S.E.2d at 133.
318. Id.
319. 273 Ga. 562, 544 S.E.2d at 432 (2001).
320. 273 Ga. 544, 544 S.E.2d at 136 (2000).
321. 272 Ga. 720, 533 S.E.2d at 714 (2000).
322. 273 Ga. at 562, 544 S.E.2d at 432; 273 Ga. at 544, 544 S.E.2d at 136; 272 Ga. at
720, 533 S.E.2d at 714.
323. 273 Ga. at 185, 538 S.E.2d at 58.
324. Id. (citing O.C.G.A. § 17-10-38 (1997 & Supp. 2001) (providing for execution by
lethal injection); 1999 Ga. Laws 734 (preserving execution by electrocution for persons
sentenced to death for crimes committed before May 1, 2000)).
325. 273 Ga. at 185, 538 S.E.2d at 58 (citing Wilson v. State, 271 Ga. 811, 824-28, 525
S.E.2d 339, 351-54 (1999) (Sears, J., dissenting); DeYoung v. State, 268 Ga. 780, 791-92,
493 S.E.2d 157, 168-69 (1997) (Fletcher, P.J., concurring)).
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Justice Fletcher
society has once again been placed in doubt."32
further stated that science had advanced, and the court was now in a
similar position to the beginning of the twentieth century when hanging
was considered inhumane. 27 However, the majority ruled that the
defendant in this particular case had not shown sufficient evidence for
the court to find Georgia's practice of execution by electrocution
unconstitutional. Nevertheless, the majority stated: "Because such
fundamental constitutional rights are at stake, this Court, upon a
sufficient evidentiary showing, would not be unwilling to confront these
difficult questions if necessary, despite our belief that the legislative and
executive branches would be better positioned to assume continued
leadership in this field." 28
IX.

UNIFIED APPEAL

According to the Unified Appeal Procedure, the Georgia Supreme
Court is required to review each death penalty case. 9 The majority
"'Notwithstanding the defendant's
in Colwell v. State33 0 stated:
request we must review a death penalty case under the Unified Appeal
Procedure ... and O.C.G.A. [section] 17-10-35. ' ',331 In Colwell the

326. Id. at 186, 538 S.E.2d at 59 (citing McNair v. Haley, 97 F. Supp. 2d 1270, 1276-78
(M.D. Ala. 2000) (ordering an evidentiary hearing on whether Alabama's use of
electrocution is cruel and unusual punishment); Jones v. Florida, 701 So. 2d 76, 81-89 (Fla.
1997) (Kogan, C.J., dissenting); Provenzano v. Moore, 744 So. 2d 413, 422-51 (Fla. 1999)).
327. Id.
328. Id. (citing DeYoung v. State, 268 Ga. 780, 493 S.E.2d 157 (1997)) ("I urge the
General Assembly to revisit the issue in light of modern knowledge and changing attitudes
as reflected in other jurisdictions.") (Fletcher, P.J., concurring); Provenzano v. Moore, 744
So. 2d 413 (Fla. 1999) (Pariente, J., dissenting)). On July 9, 2001, the Georgia Supreme
Court addressed the issue of electrocution as a form of execution for death row inmates
who had committed their murders before May 1, 2000. The court consolidated Moore v.
Zant (Case No. S01A1210) and Dawson v. State (Case No. S01A1041). The defense argued
that electrocution constituted cruel and unusual punishment in the form of extreme pain
and disfigurement in violation of the evolving standards of decency. The State asserted
that the prisoner is knocked unconscious after the first jolt and thus, feels no pain. The
State also attempted to minimize the evidence of disfigurement. On October 5, 2001, the
Georgia Supreme Court declared execution by electrocution unconstitutional under the
cruel and unusual provision of Article 1, section 1, paragraph 17 of the Georgia
Constitution. All defendants sentenced to death in Georgia are now subject to death by
lethal injection. On October 25, 2001, Terry Mincey was the first man to be executed by
lethal injection in Georgia.
329. Colwell v. State, 273 Ga. 338, 339, 544 S.E.2d 682, 682 (2001) (citing O.C.G.A.
§ 17-10-35 (1997)).
330. 273 Ga. 338, 544 S.E.2d 682 (2001). See also O.C.G.A. § 17-10-36.
331. 273 Ga. at 339, 544 S.E.2d at 682 (quoting Patillo v. State, 258 Ga. 255, 255 n.1,
368 S.E.2d 493, 494 n.1 (1998)).
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defendant requested a change of counsel. Colwell's affidavit made clear
he wanted to substitute counsel because original counsel was not
complying with his request to abandon the direct appeal of his death
penalty case.332 The supreme court admitted that if this were a
nondeath penalty case, Colwell could change counsel and drop his
appeal. However, in a death penalty case the defendant has no choice
because "the statutory basis for appellate review (O.C.G.A. § 17-10-35)
requires mandatory review.", 33

The majority held, "[slince a death

penalty defendant may not withdraw his appeal, neither is his attorney
permitted to perform such an act."334
The supreme court amended the rules of the Unified Appeal with
significant changes effective January 27, 2000.335 The Unified Appeal

mandates two defense attorneys in all death penalty cases, a lead
counsel and co-counsel, often called "second chair". 336 For the first
time, the lead attorney must: 1) have a minimum experience level
consisting of one death penalty trial to verdict or three capital but
nondeath penalty trials to verdict; 2) be familiar with the Unified Appeal
procedures; 3) be familiar with the kinds of expert testimony that are
commonly part of death penalty trials; and 4) have attended at least ten
hours of specialized training on death penalty defense preceding trial
and an additional ten hours for each year during the life of the case.33 v
The second chair must 1) have three years of criminal trial experience;
2) have been lead or co-counsel in at least one nondeath penalty murder
trial or two felony jury trials; and 3) meet the same specialized training
requirements as lead counsel. 8 If an attorney does not meet these
standards but is otherwise competent, trial judges may petition the
supreme court to make exceptions to these minimum requirements,
provided the reasons are set forth on the record.339 In addition, for the
first time, the supreme court has included a twelve-page form required
for the Judge's Report. 34 These amendments also update the law set
out in the Judge's Report.

332. Id. at 338, 543 S.E.2d at 682.
333. Id. at 339, 543 S.E.2d at 682 (citing Thomas v. State, 260 Ga. 262, 392 S.E.2d 520
(1990)).
334. Id., 534 S.E.2d at 683.
335.

GA. CT. & BAR R., UNIFIED APP. (2000).

336. Id. at II(A)(1).
337. Id. at II(A)(1)(a)(2), (3), (4) & (5).
338. Id. at II(A)(1)(b)(1), (2) & (3).
339. Id. at II(A)(3).
340. O.C.G.A. § 17-10-35(a) (2000) (requires a trial judge's report "in the form of a
standard questionnaire prepared and supplied by the Supreme Court").

